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Current News
Q: Why do 747s have humps?
A: So the pilot can sit on his wallet.

The September Club meeting may happen this
month. It will be when the flying field get opened.
I will let you know when this happens.
Looks like we may be able to have our field
opened this month. The area fire department has
gotten authorization to perform a controlled burn,
to remove all of the tall grasses in the area. It is
supposed to happen this month (September).
Once this happens, we will be able to use the
field. At that point, a club meeting will be
scheduled.

Q: What do you get when you cross an airplane
with a magician?
A: a flying sorcerer.
Q: Wanna know how to make a small fortune
running a charter airline?
A: Start out with a large one.
Q: What do you call a black pilot?
A: a pilot, you racist.

Because of the closed field, there haven’t been
any flying activities, news, projects, or events,
therefore, I will have very little to put in the
newsletter.

Q: What do you call a pregnant flight attendant?
A: Pilot error.
Q: What separates three whores form two
alcoholics?
A: The cockpit door!

Airline jokes from www.jokes4us.com/
peoplejokes

Q: What do you call a plane that's about to crash?
A: An "Error Plane"

Q: What’s the difference between a jet engine and
a flight attendant?
A: At the end of the flight the jet engine stops
whining

Q: What kind of chocolate do they sell at the
airport?
A: Plane Chocolate!

Q: What's the difference between a fighter pilot
and God?
A: God doesn't think He's a fighter pilot.

Q: Why will a pilot never starve to death?
A: He can always boil his tie. (pilots eat with food
in lap; getting tie dirty)

Q: What's the difference between a pilot and a
pepperoni pizza?
A: A pepperoni pizza can feed a family of four. If
you masturbate on a plane do they charge you
with "hi-jacking"?

Q: How is Southwest Airlines capitalizing on Tiger
Woods infidelity woes?
A: By introducing a special Tiger Woods rate
where mistresses fly free!

Q: What do you call a space pilot who lives
dangerously? A: Han YOLO Q: What do you call
when you're sick of being in the airport?
A: Terminal illness.

Q: Why don`t ducks tell jokes when they fly?
A: Because they would quack up!
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